
 

 

 

  

 
ATTENDANCE 

Every day in school counts and we work really hard to make 

sure your child catches up if they are absent. It is the time of 

year when coughs and colds are prevalent but we ask you to 

continue to send your child to school. If they are ill during the 

day, we will call you and offer you the opportunity to come 

and administer Calpol or to collect your child.  

 

 

 

 

N 84 R 91 

1 92 2 95 

3 94 4 96 

5 93 6 94 
 
Any child with attendance at 97% or better will be 

entered into a draw for a £30 Tesco voucher for 

the family and a kid’s prize pack. There are 2 draws 

each term!  

Reading at home 

Don’t forget that reading at home is our only 

homework! The more you read, the more chance 

you have of receiving a reading award. The more 

you read, the more chance you have of winning a 

prize like a kindle!  

Bronze- 20 reads 

Silver- 50 reads 

Ruby- 100 reads 

Gold- 140 reads 

Emerald- 180 reads 

Platinum- 220 reads 

Diamond- 280 reads 

Did you know that if you read 5 times a week 

during school time, you would read 160 times and 

get GOLD?  

If you read every night including in the holidays 

you would achieve beyond DIAMOND! 

 

 

RtHon Kit Malthouse visited us on 

Wednesday! 

 

Football Goals 

We are disappointed to see that our goal posts 

have been rehomed in a tree. We have fixtures 

coming up and, at £100, we cannot afford to 

replace these. If you have any information on 

this incident, we would love to hear from you.  
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Teachers’ Awards 

Year  
Head teacher’s 

award 
Behaviour and 

citizenship 

Nursery 
Lincoln Drury Louis Heatley 

Reception 
Lachlan 
Howcroft 

Olivia Cical 

1 
 

Khaleesi 
Marsland 

Henri Bromwich 

2 
Jimmy 

Costanzo 
Ella Wray 

3 
Jessica Woods Nala Adderley 

4 
Eduard-ionut 

Murgeanu 
Laycee Day 

5 
Alfie Sturgeon Isabel Jamieson 

6 
Olivia Tyler Kitty Pennick 

 

Curriculum awards 

Braver, Stronger or Smarter during the week: Look 
who impressed us this week: 

Name Award Reason 
Jad Baitari Stronger Persevering with threading 

Elanah Poulton-
Kanew 

Smarter For excellent topic 
knowledge 

Darcie-Jane Smith Stronger  

 

Future Term Dates 
 

Thursday 6th October Census Lunch 
 

Tuesday 11th October and Wednesday 12th October 

Parents’ Evenings 

(free uniform shop also open) 
 

Friday 18th November 

Children in Need Day 

 

 

 

Dear families, 

We were very surprised and thrilled to host a visit from 

the RTHon Kit Malthouse who is the Secretary of State 

for Education. On Wednesday, Mr Malthouse spent time 

with many of the classes in school. He worked with the 

children and talked to the staff as he got a feel of what 

makes our school so very special.  

He was particularly interested in the journey the school 

has been on and was keen to explore how Pathfinder 

has supported us.  

He praised the children for behaving so impeccably and 

for speaking so well about their learning. Each and every 

one of our pupils impressed us by being braver in the 

face of the cameras and journalists!  

Look out for us on social media.  

(We will aim to share links to any coverage via text).  

HOUSE POINTS 

This weeks’ winners are 

Remember that the winning house will 

be able to come to school in non-

uniform at the end of term! 
 School Improvement 

One of the recommendations in the inspection report was to develop pupils’ 

understanding of other cultures in particular what classes as a family. This 

term we are focusing on TOLERANCE as part of a whole school topic as we 

look at what makes a family. 

  Uniform 

We hold a selection of good quality second hand uniform. It 

is always available for you to browse through- just pop by 

the office and ask to have a look. 
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